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Speech, for most of us, is a bimodal percept whenever we both
hear the voice and see the lip movements of a speaker. Children
who are born deaf never have this bimodal experience. We tested
children who had been deaf from birth and who subsequently
received cochlear implants for their ability to fuse the auditory
information provided by their implants with visual information
about lip movements for speech perception. For most of the
children with implants (92%), perception was dominated by vision
when visual and auditory speech information conflicted. For some,
bimodal fusion was strong and consistent, demonstrating a remarkable plasticity in their ability to form auditory–visual associations despite the atypical stimulation provided by implants. The
likelihood of consistent auditory–visual fusion declined with age at
implant beyond 2.5 years, suggesting a sensitive period for bimodal integration in speech perception.
auditory visual integration 兩 deafness 兩 learning 兩 sensitive periods 兩
speech development
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peech is traditionally thought of as an exclusively auditory
percept. However, when the face of the speaker is visible,
information contained primarily in the movement of the lips
contributes powerfully to our perception of speech. This cooperative interaction between the auditory and visual modalities
improves our ability to interpret speech accurately, particularly
in low-signal or high-noise environments (1–4).
The cross-modal influence of visual information on speech
perception is illustrated by a compelling illusion, referred to as
the McGurk effect. This illusion is evoked when a listener is
presented with an audio recording of one syllable (e.g.,兾pa兾)
while watching a synchronized video recording of a speaker’s
face articulating a different syllable (e.g.,兾ka兾). Under these
conditions, the majority of adults typically report hearing the
syllable兾ta兾. The illusion is robust and obligatory, and has been
demonstrated in adults and children and in numerous languages
(5, 6).
The McGurk effect demonstrates that, in most people, the
central nervous system combines visual information from the
face with acoustic information in creating the speech percept.
Because the stimuli that the visual and auditory systems encode
is of a very different nature, and because the relationship
between changes in lip shape and changes in acoustic spectrum
can vary across languages, experience may play a critical role in
forming the audiovisual associations that underlie bimodal
speech perception.
Children who have been deaf since birth and have received
cochlear implants provide a unique population to examine the
effects of auditory deprivation and timing of the introduction of
auditory experience on the emergence of perceptual and cognitive processes involved in speech perception (7). Cochlear
implants produce patterns of auditory nerve activation that
differ markedly from those produced normally by the cochlea.
Nevertheless, in a dramatic example of brain plasticity, a substantial proportion of children who receive cochlear implants
learn to perceive speech remarkably well using their implants
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(8–10) and appear able to integrate congruent audiovisual
speech stimuli (11–14). However, their ability to fuse conflicting
auditory and visual information in speech perception has never
been tested. In addition, because these children have received
implants at various ages, they offer the opportunity to investigate
the importance of age at the time of implant for the development
of bimodal speech perception.
Materials and Methods
We tested children who were deaf from birth and had used their
cochlear implants for at least 1 year (n ⫽ 36; mean ⫽ 5.85 years).
Each child was capable of perceiving spoken language using the
implant alone. Participants in the study met the following
criteria: they were 5–14 years of age at the time of testing, were
profoundly deaf from birth, had a minimum of 1 year of
cochlear-implant experience, used oral language as a primary
mode of communication, and could perceive spoken language.
Speech perception ability was assessed by using the lexical
neighborhood test (LNT) and the multisyllabic lexical neighborhood test (MLNT) (15). Performance on the lexically ‘‘easy’’ and
lexically ‘‘hard’’ word list from both the LNT and MLNT were
averaged. Scores obtained by children with cochlear implants
ranged from 50% to 88% (mean ⫽ 71.05%, SD ⫽ 9.975%). The
children could also read lips but before the implant had not
experienced a correspondence between lip movement and auditory signals. The implants established such a correspondence
for the first time.
Seven types of stimuli were presented: the audio-alone stimuli兾pa兾and兾ka兾, the visual-alone stimuli兾pa兾and兾ka兾, congruent audiovisual pairs兾pa兾pa兾and兾ka兾ka兾, and the incongruent
audiovisual pair consisting of audio兾pa兾dubbed onto visual兾ka兾.
In this latter condition (McGurk test), people who fuse auditory
and visual speech signals report hearing ‘‘ta.’’ Ten trials of each
stimulus type were presented for a total of 70 trials. The stimuli
were presented in a random, interleaved design. Participants
were asked to report what they heard, and their responses were
recorded verbatim. Most of the children (60 of 69) reported
hearing only ‘‘pa,’’ ‘‘ka,’’ or ‘‘ta.’’ Stimuli were presented by using
PSYSCOPE 1.2.5 (http:兾兾psyscope.psy.cmu.edu). Stimulus presentation software was via Mac OS 9.2. Participants were seated 50
cm from the monitor, facing it directly at 0° azimuth. Videos were
displayed centered on a 15-inch Apple G4 monitor on a black
background. Sounds were presented from a loudspeaker at
75-dB sound pressure level (the McGurk task was administered
by using stimuli adapted from ref. 16).
The unimodal stimuli demonstrated a child’s ability to distinguish between兾pa兾and兾ka兾using audition with the cochlear
implant alone or lip-reading. The congruent audiovisual stimuli兾
pa兾pa兾and兾ka兾ka兾tested the consistency of the child’s percept
of these syllables under bimodal conditions. The incongruent
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Fig. 1. Responses of individual subjects to the incongruent auditory–visual兾pa兾ka兾stimulus (McGurk test). ‘‘ta’’ responses indicate audiovisual fusion, ‘‘pa’’
responses indicate auditory dominance, and ‘‘ka’’ responses indicate visual dominance. Only data from children who responded consistently with ‘‘pa’’ to
the兾pa兾pa兾stimulus and with ‘‘ka’’ to the兾ka兾ka兾stimulus are shown. (A) Responses of children with normal hearing. (B) Responses of children with cochlear
implants. Ten兾pa兾ka兾stimuli were presented, randomly interleaved with other stimuli. For 8 children with normal hearing and 7 children with cochlear implants,
1 or 2 of the 10 responses were something other than ‘‘pa,’’ ‘‘ka,’’ or ‘‘ta.’’

Results and Discussion
Children with normal hearing perceived both the unimodal and
the congruent bimodal stimuli reliably. The congruent audiovisual stimuli兾pa兾pa兾and兾ka兾ka兾were reported correctly as ‘‘pa’’
and ‘‘ka,’’ respectively, on 10 of 10 trials by 20 of 35 children and
on no less than 7 of 10 trials by all 35 children. In contrast, on
the incongruent audiovisual stimulus兾pa兾ka兾(McGurk test),
performance was idiosyncratic (Fig. 1A): 57% (20 of 35) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 7 or more of the 10 trials (consistent fusion); 17%
(6 of 35) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 4–6 trials (inconsistent fusion); and
26% (9 of 35) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 3 or fewer trials (poor fusion).
Among the children with normal hearing who integrated poorly
or inconsistently, the vast majority (80%; 12 of 15) reported ‘‘pa’’
(the auditory component of the stimulus) on most trials when not
reporting ‘‘ta’’ (Fig. 1 A). Thus, most of the children with normal
hearing experienced consistent bimodal fusion, and for those
who did not, speech perception was dominated by the auditory
stimulus when confronted with visual stimuli that conflicted with
auditory stimuli.
Most of the children with cochlear implants also perceived the
unimodal and congruent bimodal stimuli accurately and reliably:
they responded with ‘‘pa’’ to the兾pa兾pa兾stimulus and with ‘‘ka’’
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audiovisual stimulus兾pa兾ka兾assessed bimodal fusion in speech
perception. The responses of the children with cochlear implants
were compared with those of children with normal hearing (n ⫽
35). These two groups were matched for age and sex, and they
met normative age levels for nonverbal IQ and language proficiency. Parents provided information about their child’s audiological history. Assessments of language functioning and nonverbal IQ were administered to all participants. Nonverbal IQ
was assessed with the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (17).
Mean nonverbal IQ for the children with cochlear implants was
110.75 (SD ⫽ 11.60, range of 90–136). Language proficiency was
assessed with measures of receptive semantics and syntax. The
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test III (18) was administered to all
participants. Mean language proficiency scores for the children
with cochlear implants was 96.64 (SD ⫽ 21.04, range of 61–134).
For participants aged 5:0–7:11, the Grammatic Understanding
subtest of the Test of Language Development (Primary) was
used (19). For children aged 8:0–11:11, the Grammatic Understanding subtest of the Test of Language Development (Intermediate) was administered (20). For children aged 12:0–14:11,
the Listening兾Grammar subtest of the Test of Adolescent and
Adult Language (3rd Ed.) was used (21).

Fig. 2. Effect of age at the time of receiving a cochlear implant on auditory–visual fusion in speech perception. (A) Number of ‘‘ta’’ responses (of 10) to
the兾pa兾ka兾stimulus (McGurk test) plotted as a function of age at implant. Black circles represent children who responded consistently and correctly to
the兾pa兾pa兾and兾ka兾ka兾stimuli. Gray circles represent children who responded inconsistently or incorrectly to the兾ka兾ka兾stimulus; for example, the child who
was 53 months old at implant, and who responded to the兾pa兾ka兾stimulus with ‘‘ta’’ 10 times, also responded to the兾ka兾ka兾stimulus with ‘‘ta’’ 7 times and with
‘‘ka’’ 3 times. The downward arrow indicates 30 months. (B) Number of children younger than 30 months at the time of cochlear implant, showing each level
of audiovisual fusion to the兾pa兾ka兾stimulus. Children are grouped according to the number of ‘‘ta’’ responses. Only children who responded consistently to both
the兾pa兾pa兾and兾ka兾ka兾stimuli are plotted. (C) Same as in B, except that these are children who were older than 30 months at the time of implant. (D) Number
of ‘‘ta’’ responses (of 10) to the兾pa兾ka兾stimulus as a function of age at the time of testing. Other conventions are as in A. (E) Number of ‘‘ta’’ responses (of 10)
to the兾pa兾ka兾stimulus as a function of duration wearing the implant. Other conventions are as in A.
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to the兾ka兾ka兾stimulus on 7–10 trials. However, 6 (of 36) responded with other syllables on 4–10 of the兾ka兾ka兾trials (by far
the most prevalent incorrect response among these children was
‘‘ta’’). The data for these children with inconsistent responses to
the congruent bimodal stimuli (indicated with shaded symbols in
Fig. 2 A, D, and E) were removed from further analysis (the data
for all subjects for all conditions are available as supporting
information, which is published on the PNAS web site).
Like the performance of children with normal hearing, the
performance of children with cochlear implants on the incongruent audiovisual stimulus was idiosyncratic (Fig. 1B): 20% (6
of 30) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 7 or more of the 10 trials (consistent
fusion); 10% (3 of 30) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 4–6 trials (inconsistent
fusion); and 70% (21 of 30) reported ‘‘ta’’ on 0–3 trials (poor
fusion). Among the children who integrated poorly or inconsistently, 88% (22 of 24) reported ‘‘ka’’ (the visual component of
the stimulus) on most of the trials when not reporting ‘‘ta’’ (Fig.
1B). Thus, most of the children with cochlear implants did not
experience reliable bimodal fusion, and speech perception for
these children was dominated by the visual stimulus under
bimodal conditions. The dominance of the visual stimulus for
these children indicates a higher dependence on lip reading,
which these children had depended on for speech perception
before the implant.
Although the proportion of children who exhibited a consistent fusion was substantially lower among children with cochlear
implants (20%) than among children with normal hearing
(57%), perhaps, in part, because of the increased difficulty of the
task when using an implant, the performance of those children
who did exhibit strong bimodal fusion was indistinguishable from
that of children with normal hearing with strong bimodal fusion.
These children reported ‘‘ta’’ on 7–10 of the兾pa兾ka兾trials, while
reporting ‘‘pa’’ on all兾pa兾pa兾trials and ‘‘ka’’ on 8–10 of the兾
ka兾ka兾trials. Thus, children can learn to combine visual information about lip movements with the highly unnatural neural
activation patterns evoked by the cochlear implants in the
processing of speech.

The likelihood of consistent bimodal fusion by a child with a
cochlear implant depended on the age of the child at implant
(Fig. 2A). All of the children who exhibited consistent bimodal
fusion (7–10 ‘‘ta’’ reports on the兾pa兾ka兾trials) received their
implants before 30 months of age; for this age group, this
constituted 38% (5 of 13) of the population (Fig. 2B). In
contrast, consistent audiovisual fusion was not exhibited by any
of the children (n ⫽ 17) who received implants after 30 months
of age (Fig. 2C). The difference between these groups was
significant at the P ⫽ 0.025 level (permutation test of means)
(22). Bimodal fusion depended neither on the age of the child at
the time of testing (P ⫽ 0.669; Fig. 2D) nor on the amount of time
wearing the implant (P ⫽ 0.109; Fig. 2E).
The results demonstrate that the consistent fusion of visual
with auditory information for speech perception is shaped by
experience with bimodal spoken language during early life.
When auditory experience with speech is mediated by a cochlear
implant, the likelihood of acquiring strong bimodal fusion is
increased greatly when the experience begins before 2.5 years of
age, suggesting a sensitive period (23). Children who received
implants after 2.5 years of age exhibited only inconsistent or no
bimodal fusion. This finding is consistent with other reports
indicating improved speech perception, language skills, and
auditory cortical function among children receiving implants at
early ages (24–26). These studies, together with the data reported here, argue strongly for screening children for hearing
capabilities and providing cochlear implants when necessary at
the earliest possible ages.
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